APRIL
REPUBLICAN HELP MAY PAVE THE WAY FOR A SALES TAX

Six Demo to Meet with Six Republicans to Back Bill

Speaker's Annular Members Sign Up to End "Reds"

FREEHOLDERS TO CHECK PRICES ON PURCHASES

HAWTHORNE TAX RATE DROPS FOURTEEN POINTS; THE SECOND LOWEST IN PASSAIC COUNTY

Senator Case Backs JFK Reps. on Tax

SEN. DUMONT IS ADVOCATE OF N. J. SALES TAX

Hawthorne Plan Backs Members on Tax

SEEK JOELSON OR MEYNER TO OPPOSE CASE
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QUALITY COMES 1ST AT FIRESTONE

Limited Time Offer!

Brand New Firestone Nylon Tires

Get 2 Tires For Only $10

Your safety is our business at Firestone!

ART'S SERVICE

90 EAST MAIN ST. 276-7000 PATerson 26, N.J.
Largest Assortment of Passenger & Truck Tires in N.J.
...Editorial...

Time for Reforms

Rep. Robert C. Drinan of Massachusetts

The editorial begins with a quote from Rep. Robert C. Drinan of Massachusetts, discussing the need for reforms.

MOTHER'S DAY

May 8th

An advertisement for Mother's Day on May 8th.

HAWTHORNE GREENHOUSE

135 Tenth Avenue

An advertisement for Hawthorne Greenhouse.

Health Spending Increases, Physicians' Share Declines

An article discussing the increase in health spending and the decline in physicians' share.

Public Service

An advertisement for public service.

For Mother's Day

An advertisement for Mother's Day gifts.

Magic Nites, Beauty Salon

An advertisement for Magic Nites Beauty Salon.